
MAIN SECTIONS OF RESEARCH PAPER

It describes the essence, the main theme of the paper. It includes the research question posed, its significance, the.

If there are different procedures to describe, you can make separate heading for each to make it readable. The
methods section will help you determine exactly how the authors performed the experiment. Basically,
abstract determine the findings of the author and this is the main plot where the reader decides if he needs to
continue reading this paper or not. Obviously, the first limiting step was the choice of research problem itself.
Keeping all these things in mind, the best recommendation for you is to write the abstract in such a way it
looks like a mini-research paper. An introduction usually describes the theoretical background, indicates why
the work is important, states a specific research question, and poses a specific hypothesis to be tested. You do
not need to give a long historical explanation about coffee exportation in Africa. When reading this section, do
not readily accept an author's statements about the results. Key Elements of the Research Proposal. The
standard format of a research paper has six sections: Title and Abstract, which encapsulate the paper
Introduction, which describes where the paper's research question fits into current science Materials and
Methods, which translates the research question into a detailed recipe of operations Results, which is an
orderly compilation of the data observed after following the research recipe Discussion, which consolidates
the data and connects it to the data of other researchers Conclusion, which gives the one or two scientific
points to which the entire paper leads This format has been called the IMRAD Introduction, Materials and
Methods, Results, And Discussion organization. Strategies for doing this can be to: Open with a compelling
story, Include a strong quotation or a vivid, perhaps unexpected anecdote, Pose a provocative or
thought-provoking question, Describe a puzzling scenario or incongruity, or Cite a stirring example or case
study that illustrates why the research problem is important. However, implicit are other, related problems that
could have been chosen but were rejected. Problematic example: In this example the reader will have no clue
as to what the various tubes represent without having to constantly refer back to some previous point in the
Methods. In other words, not only should you tell the reader what it is you are studying and why, but you must
also acknowledge why you rejected alternative approaches that could have been used to examine the research
problem. This list of guidelines is best employed while engaging in a thorough and patient revision process.
These are definitely written in past tense. This part of your introduction should not represent a comprehensive
literature review but consists of a general review of the important, foundational research literature with
citations that lays a foundation for understanding key elements of the research problem. Often, after reading
the research paper title, the reader may switch to its abstract to recognize if this paper is of his interest or not.
There is no fixed length for this section too but it is usually the short one. Review each of these decisions.
Authors often use the discussion to describe what their work suggests and how it relates to other studies. This
will help focus the introduction on the topic at the appropriate level and ensures that you get to the primary
subject matter quickly without losing focus, or discussing information that is too general. How will you be
building off this work? Let's examine the content in each section of a scientific paper, and discuss why each
section may be useful to you as a reader. Lots of people consider writing first two points in this section and
consider the third one unnecessary. The passive voice will likely dominate here, but use the active voice as
much as possible. Top of Page Describe the organism s used in the study. George Mason University. It can
vary depending upon work but is usually kept between to words. How original is it?


